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MS.
Gloria Steinem
Lectures at BSC
The Student Union Program Committee at Bridgewater State
College is proud to present a lecture by Ms. Gloria Steinem. The
lecture will take place in the Ballroom at 8 p.m., April 28, 1981.
Gloria Steinem is one the country's best known and most critically
acclaimed non-fiction writers. She is currently an editor and writer of
MS." magazine.
s.ince her article was publi~hed in "Esqui~eH ten years ago, Ms.
Stemef:1 s work has appeared tn many magazines.and newspapers in
the United $tates, England and Europe, She has written for film
television, and several campaigns.
-·
·
·'
Ms. Steinem has serves as editorial consultant to HShow magazine, Curtis Publications, Conde Nast Publishing, and McCall Publishing Company. She was contributing editor and political columnist
for "New York" magazine.
In 1970, she received the Penney-Missouri Journalism Award ans
····'"·'-•"M"~~~~d... '.'.~<:(:;~'!i>".W9m"n,Q(i,he,Ye~l'..Jn,~~z1~ . Ms,~t~inemwas
the. first. reeipient of Simmons:·'Cbllege"s DOct6r· &~'fi'urt1~n Justice
degree in 1973. Ms. Steinem's most frequent writing subjects are
politics, current sociology, profiles with special emphasis on political
movements among women and minority groups.
She serves on the Advisory Board of the National Organization.for
Women, was one of the conveners of the National Women's Political
Caucus in 1971, ahd ser...e~s on its Advisory Cornmittee.
Tickets for this lecture are available in the Student Union Information Booth, $1.50 for Bridgewater State College Students, Faculty,
and Staff; $2.00 for the public.
For further information, call 697-8666.
0
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b!,.1Gil Bliss
The Quad 8 faculty football team·
theatre troupe played to packed
houses on Tuesday as the group
made ,a successful splash into the
world of theatre. No stranger to the
ro.ar of fans during athletic contests,
these pioneering individuals made
their first attempt at the subtler
forms of entertainment. A total of
275 students, administrators,
faculty, and theatre buffs packed
the confines of the Library Lecture
Hall for two shows to see the Quad 8
perform in uHope Is the Thing with
Feathers", directed by BSC Ensem·
ble Theatre director and Quad 8
member Steve Levine.
Levine
showed that he is a master of his
craft as he was able to mold a group
of inexperienced actors into a cohe·
sive unit, one that seemed to instinc·
tively know how to play their
audience.
1
:
. ]"h~ p~yJs ~ pne·a~t dranl(.\· $et. in
the simple confines of Central Park,
and the cas_t are all bums and hanga·
bouts, mostly in middle age, who are.
rather down on their luck (not just in
real life). The star of the show in this
writer's eyes was the captivating
Julian Olivares, who played Doc, a
dreamer who is not afraid to strive
for his ·dreams even when on a
steady streak of bad luck. Olivares

brought enthusiasm and zest to his jected a sense of ambiguity within
part and as the central role in the his character. A cameo appearance
play, made the theme live and by Don Johnson, playing a wel1breathe. Acting as a foil to Doc was heeled drunk brought· down the
his companion Steve, ably played by house, and seemed to be represen·
Charlie Fanning, who summoned tative of the dichotomy in which
up visions of Marlon Brando as Don lives, that of English ·Dept.
Stanley Kowalski in his macho rend- chairperson and Quad 8 member.
ering of the part.
The crowd, including President
Stan Antoniotti was a tour de and Quad 8 patron Adrian Rondi· ·
force in his portrayal of Old Man leau, did not quite know what to
Nelson, the happy-go-lucky bum, expect when the· curtain rose, but
and used his extensive vocal talents the members acquited themselves
on '"Rock of the Ages," a tune with admirably. with elaborate costum·
which he is obviously quite familiar. ing, scenery, makeup, and sound
Mike Kryzanek played Charlie, the effects. In other words, it was a very
washed up prize-fighter, and despite professional effort by a group that is
the handicap of his Marquette relatively inexperienced with the
accent, did a bang-up job. Speaking genre of the theatre. The many
of accents, Bill Levin added a great hours of rehearsal reflected in the
deal of linguistic credibility to the performance and the Quad 8 schoperformance, when one closed his larship received a substantial shot in
eyes during his lines, one_ could the arm financially. My only regret
:;;l)rnq~t wake up .to>tfi~~'t)n~~tt~'hf'' :·~~~·8·,st~lwi\ri~ Phi.I Sy\.
Central Park~
..
· Via and t>~v~'.ffichardS: at>P«trently
Charlie Angell was type-cast as a 1unked the auditions and were relecynic, and he brought his natural ~ated to handling out programs at
talents to the role. as well as his the door, but they handled their
uncanny sense of comic timing. Ed assignments cheerfully. Rumor has
James portrayed Wiler, and it that the next theatrical attempt by
although sleeping through most of the Quad 8 will be the musical "Peter
the performance, his lines were brief Pan", but the show has yet to go into
yet passionately rendered, and pro- production.
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Something
Senseless
by Richard Pickering
"I'm home!"·
(When I first arrive home I enjoy talking about Columbian Coffee and
J.uan Valdez.)
"Is there any mail?''
"You have a book overdue from the Bridgewater.Library. There is a
postcard on your desk. Did you lose it?"
"No, its probably in the bottom of my closet. I'll return it--eventually."

THREE WEEKS LATER

.

.

"I'm home! Did Juan go out again this morning for the riche5t beans?"
"You've got another letter from the library. This one looks serious.
There's a bloody fingerprint sealing the envelope."
"Better read it then."
·
Dear Scum,
How could ·you fail ·to return "The Perky Little Puppy" after our
tasteful reminder? We have your dog, Huey, in custody, and will
continue to hold him until the "Puppy" is again· resting safely on.his
shelf in the Maxwell Library. A steak hangs two inches beyond Huey's
reach. He whimpers constantly. Do you k.now how tired a dog gets
after you play 'Bark if you like meat' seventy-six times?
Upon the return of the aforementioned "Perky" book, you will be
charged the price of the book squared, five dollars for mental anguish,
kennel costs, and a Carnation for each Union librarian. The stakes
gets higber each day you wait and the steak hangs on.
Affectionately,
· A Maxwell Librarian

I

Included with the letter was. a map of Maxwell instructing me to
deposit a large amount of money in the fifth copy of Adam Smith's
"The Wealth of Nations". I was told not to lingerin the area or wait to
see if someone picked up the money. Huey would be left in the Library
Lecture Hall.
I never saw Huey again. So friends-- do not be poky with "The.
Perky Little Puppy.''
.
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Letters to the Editor

Editorial

UAD
by Gil Bliss
What would you say is the most active.. group on campus? MAA,
WRA, Ensemble Theatre possibly, but none has to combine profes·
sional careers along with their group activities. For my money, no
group can rival the enthusiasm of the Quad 8. Founded in controversy, this group began .as a harmless collection of aging jock·
professors who wanted to play football in their dwindling spare time.
The reward that these fellows received for trying to keep fit, and
therefore healthy and valuable to the college. community was to be
thrown off the .Quad in front of Boyden Hall. This action merely
provided the ideological basis for their group, striking a "'blow'against
the empire"' so to speak. The group expanded from a football team
(altho~gh they still manage to be whipped regularly) to a socially
conscious group, one that attempts to combat student apathy while
trying to instill in these youths some of the stuff that has made our
country strong.
,
Why is it then that the administration constantly tries to thwart
their every move? By now you must be aware of the existence of the·
Quad 8 Scholarship. Through bake sales, raffles, and other fund·
raising events, including last week's successful theatrical venture the
quaddies have amassed a fund with which they will award fina~cial
assistance to a deserving student to be us~d for further education. ·
Do they ·get any help fn;mt the administration? The answer is an
embarrassing no. Even though they have filed the proper forms for
this scholarship to be considered, and have had it published in tWo
consecutive issues of 1"he Comment", the Powers That Be have
de~med their' effoi:ts as bein? unworthy for i~clusion with the ""regular awards ceremony. Is this sour grapes over a few cleat marks in
the Quad? Is it retaliation over the militant stand taken by the union
over 1~e recent strike situation? Only the administration knows the
answers to these qu,estions.
.·
· It's hard enough to get any group to be somewhat active around
this campus, and these faculty members certainly set a good example
to the students regarding the good use of one's spare time. It would
be nice to see them get some -cooperation from our campus fathers.

To the Editor:
I am an ordinary college students
who attends an ordinary college. I
am never hungry or without shelter
or clothing. I come from a good
home and have many friends. I have
everything I need to live a good,
comfortable life. Yet, I live in a
nation that pokes fun at death,
deformity and mental illness. Dis·
ease is a source for humor as is perversion and illicit sex. People who
are unfortunate in any way, emo·
tionally and/ or physicaJly, are
pointed out and ridiculed. And
those who arein positions of author·
ity are more often than not stripped
of their self-worth and made to look
like bumbling idiots.

To the Editor:
In reading the article, HStudent
Life Recognizes the Gay Minority at
Last,"' I was really sickened to think
that "The Comment" could make a
big joke out of this serious problem.
I don't think you people realize just
how bad the situation really is. You
as the editor should do a better job
of censoring such trash.
My friends and I, who are straight,
are sick and tired of the accusations
brought against us because of stereotypings and joke articles such as
yours. (Some joke.)
From my Christian point of view, I
feel the situation needs to be taken
more seriously . Instead of making
fun of them, we should be trying to
helo them.
Straight & Sick of Being
Condemned for It

But. this is okay, because our
nation is free. We have the privilege
to live this way and to express our
humor in print. We are so free we
can laugh at people who are burning
and dying in nuclear explosions.
Our freedom lets us ridicule a disease that has frightened countless
women in this country. And our
freedom even allows us the oppor·
tunity to snicker at people who are
locked into perversion and prostitution. Yes. I live in a free country.
America the beautiful. I am free, but
no one will see the chains of unforgiveness and lack of compassion
that has bound my heart.
Signed,
Mitsie J. Hayward

Self-image
and
Academic Performance
BRIDGEWATER·-In recent years it
has become quite evident that a significant number of freshmen enter·
ing colleges and universities across
the nation are not academically
equipped to handle the basic skills
required
survive college·level
English, Mathematics, and Reading.
Despite remedial programs, some
students continue to fail.
Bridgewater State College is pilot
testing one possible solution to this
situation with. the aid of a grant for
1ntrusive Advising" awarded by the
Massachusetts State College Sys·
tern Board of Trustees. The new
strategy is based upon the idea, "It
may be more effective to improve a
person's self-image and activate a
pc:>sitive attitude than only to concentrate on one's. academic
deficiencies.
This is the feeling of Mr. Richard
Brown, coordinator of the program.
'1t seems that a student's overall
attitude regarding school and..

to

H

instructors has quite a bit to do with
one's performance in college."
Dr. Edmund Haughey, Coordinator, Academic Advising and Devel·
opment Skills at Bridgewater
authored the original proposal.
Explains Dr. Haughey, "This program deals with the affective growth
of students in enhancing their self·
image. . . There are isolated programs· such as this across the
country, but this is the first time a
program of this type has been implemented into the Massachusetts
State College System."
· Included in the counseling program are small group sessions
which are led by peer counselors,
upperclassmen who have been
trained in such areas as study skills,
interpersonal relations and selfesteem strategies. The peer counselors spend 2-3 hours weekly with
the students allowing all to contribute to the meetings.
The pilot program,. involving

approximately 45 students, has
been in effect since December,
1980, and the signs of success are
"encouraging"' according to Dr.
Haughey. The project will continue
through May at which time it will be
evaluated. Future enrollment could
involve 100-120 students per
course.
If successful, Dr. Haughey hopes
it will be replicated in the other state
colleges of Massachusetts as a com·
plement to the testing programs in
English, mathematics, and reading
which are presently required of.all
freshmen.
The diagnostic tests
have been developed by the Commonwealth Center of Higher Technology/Education in conjunction
with the faculty members of the
State College System.
Dr. Haughey comments "The
program seems to be providing a
dimension of success that is not
present when only the skills courses
are available."
·
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It is two o'clock in 'fhe morning!
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Ricciardi, Ginny Studley
·
···

budget meeting has been moved to five
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Art Staff: Jim Cooke, Margaret Flaherty, Diane Formisani, Doreen··
Greeley, Lorena Kelley, Michael Macdonald, Peggy O'Toole, Rocco
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This is what a healthy BSC student looks like aft~~
figuring out his club budget. .
'.

The C~mment is a -student 'su1worted and. operated weekly newspaper serving the
ac~den:1c co_mn:iunity of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the
Ed1tor-m-Ch1ef m Consultation with the Editorial Bo~r.d,, Re-publication of all material
- herein is prohibited without the expressed written perli'ii51~ibn of the 'Editor-in-Chief. All
materials su~mitted beco:n~ the property of The:;qq~rild11t. Letters to the Eqitor are;.
encouraged but may be limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertisements
.and all other written materials are subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available
upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to The Comment Student
Union Building, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA, 02324.
Telephone: (617)697-8321, extension 260 or 304.
.
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Announcements

Stock Market Sense
by Lou Ricciardi
Imagine, if you will, a situation
where government,· industry, and
the worker, work together towards
a like goal of maximum benefit for all
three parties. No, this is not some
economic Utopia. far away in nevernever land, it is the current business
atmosphere in Japan. Japan? Yes,
Japan. While Americans spent the
1970's laughing at their "made in
Japan" jokes, the folks that got us
into W.W.II were quietly, but steadilY., on thir way to becoming a major
industrial power. And, while in some
areas their craftsmanship was a bit
shaky at first, the Japanese have
apparently overcome this fault and
gained international acceptance of
their products in virtually every
industrial market. Their "secret"':
Industry and the worker are
rewarded for productivity by the
government instead of being taxec
into oblivion for it. As incentives, ta>
breaks and benefits, health plans
etc, are awarded by the JapanesE.
government as a· means of encouraging productivity. This approach
seems to have worked, at least at
the present time, as Japan currently
boasts the highest level of worker
productivity, extremely low unemployment and one of the highest,
sou~dest Gros~ National Products
in the world. Thus, it is with these
facts in mind that the major focus of
my column this week is Japanese
stocks.
Most large Japanese companies
trade their stock on one of the U.S.

BEING YOU FEELING GOOD SEMINAR
ADR's (American Depository
Receipts), which are issued by an
American bank and represent one
or more shares of the company's
actual common stock. some com-,
panies worth noting at this time are
Hitachi, Matsushita, and TDK
Electronics.
Hit<).chi, perhaps the most diversified of the three, is a company in
which all of its dicisions are experiencing respect able gians in earnings and sales. Hitachi's product
lines include radios, T.V.'s, stereos,
video recorders, and robotics (the
subject of an earlier SMS column}.
In fact, its position in robot manufacturing makes it one of the largest
Japanese industrial machine producers. At a current price of 41 dollars a share, and a price-earnings
ratio of 8, Hitiachi is quite an attractive purchase at this time. Matsushita, a widely integrated electronics
firm, has been settin new company
sales and earnings records with
every quarterly financial report. Its
stock, traded on the New York
Stock Exchange, sports a price of 52
dollars a share and a 12 price-toearnings ratio. The last of the three,
TDK Electronics, is also a leading
electronics company, dabbling in
everything form televisions to tape
recorders. Recently, TDK set a new
company milestone as it surpassed
the l billion mark in total sales for
1980, and subsequently split its stock
(the ADR's) 5 for I. It's current price
stock exchanges in the form of

and price-earnings rat!o are 38 dollars and 18, respectively. Each of
these companies is well-established
in the electronics field, and should
continue its record sales pace
throughout 1981. ·These three companies are by no means the only
ones worth considering, they simply
appear the most attractive fo this
writer. Other companies (Japanese)
with fine prospects for 1981 are Nippon Electric and Sony.
As mentioned in earlier writings,
every now and then a company with
a particular product comes along
and appears expecially well-suited
for superior.future growth. In the
opinion of this writer, a firm named
International Power Machines fits
this category perfectly. IPM manufactures (principally) undisruptible
power systems (ups) used in largescale computer systems to keep
them "on-line," in other words to
keep them from losing power and
causing the system to go "down."
This company has grown along with
the computer industry thus far, and
is well-situated for continued future
growth along with that industry.
IPM'S stock currently trades at 17
dollars a share, sports no Jong-term
debt, and has a relatively low
number of shares outstanding, all of
these factors figuring favorably in its
bright future prospects.
Stock Watch this week: Interna:ional Power Machines $16.00

With Ellen Rosenberg ·- A
personal ' growth
experience.
.
'
·.

~

.

.

The seminar will explore: feelings, attitudes, behavioral alternatives,
relationships, communication, establishing independence, game
playing, male/female roles, expectations, SEXUAL BEHAVIOR, performance, pressure, decision.making, stress, change, BEING YOU.
, LOCATION: S.U .. Ballroom APRIL 27 at 8:00 p.m.
$1.00 B.S.C./$1-50 public.

SPONSORED BY S.U. PROGRAM COMMITTEE

S.H.S. LEADERSHIP - 1981·2
Students Helping Students is a peer group experience for freshmen
led by trained upperclassmen who are interested in human rel1i!fions.
. This program offers freshmen an opportunity to learn about the
college, adult-life styles and personal growth. Being a group leader
can be a very gratifying experience yet it involves yet it involves a
commitment. If you are interested in becoming a leader, please
contact Dr. Daniel Diethelm, ext._ 226 or Mr. Peter H::irtel, ext. 228or
obtain an application at the Office of Student Services.

JFK LIBRARY TRIP
Want to see the JFK Library in Boston? Come on free. trip,
sµonsored by the Library Science Club, on Sunday afternoon, April
26th. S.ign up in Room 29 in the Maxwell Library on Thursday, 4/23
from 11-12, and Friday from 9-10, and 12:30·2. Or call Elisabeth
Brewer at Pope Hall, ext. 381, 382, 383.
FRESHMEN
Freshmen who wish to change their current area of interest (major)
to .one which is different from their current area of interest (major)
must secure their Declaration of Major form from the office of the
Registrar. They must bring this form to the department chairpersons
for the necessary signature and return it to the Registrar's Office.
This must be done during the next two weeks, April 6, 1981, to April 21,

1'981.

'

Freshmen who wish to remain in their current area of interest
{major) may do so without any formal process.

The Department of Philosophy
will offer fall philosophy electives on
Sex and Personal Relations; Reasoning; and the Tensions between
Reason and Religious Faith.
PL450, Sex and Personal Relations (Prof. Sanders) considers
these questions: what is sex? Is
there a difference between "good"
sex and "bad" sex? Is there a difference between sex that is· "normal"
and sex that is not normal? If so,
how is the distinction to be drawn
and justified? Is the language we use
to refer to persons and sexual
activities--for instance, in
advertising--inherently ·sexist?

what 1s the relationship between
Jove and sex? Is there such a thing
as a rational sexual morality? ls
adultery immoral? What is pornograph~?. Does pornography undermine respect for per~hs?:•; . i.
PL310, Logic (Prof. James), Logic
is designed to help the student
develop techniques of reasoning so
that the structure of deductive arguments may be clarified, hidden premises exposed, and the validity or
invalidity of the argument determined. The emphasis of the course,
accordingly, will be on the use, of

ATTENTION ENGLISH MAJORS AND MINORS
symbolism as a tool to aid us in our
reading, criticism and thinking.
PR351, Religion, Faith and Reason (Prof. Cheney), takes up such
issues a~: . _A,re .. there national
!P'oondsrr;ft'Jri:fletlei~tw 1G6a?·~·wnat·. -;5
the religious significance ofatheism?
Are beliefs in immorality or miracles
·even intelligible?
Is revelation
or religious experience a genuine
source of knowledge? What difference does creationism make?
Prof. Boyle will offer electives on
Religion and Science, (RE 310), and
the Life of Jesus, (RE 315).

If you ha~e ever wonderec! what types of jobs and careers are Nout
there"' for English majors/minors, a special seminar is being conducted for you. The seminar is entitled "What Can I Do with a Major
in English?" and will be held on Tuesday, April 28, at 11 a.m. in the
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Broad St. (Route 18) Bridgewater Center,~_..697-4446

COMMUNICATION MAJORS!!

*

Nike
Dingo

Thom McAn
Minnetonka
· ·
moccasins

*

Sassoon

Dickies .
Jordache

~

~
~

ACA ACCREDITED CHILDREN"S
RESIDENT CAMPS
MANY JOBS AVAILABLE
FOR PERSONS AGE 19+
SPECIALISTS NEEDED TO TEACH:
swimming (WSI), canoeing, sailing,
waterskiiug~ scuba, campcraft, arts
crafts, drs·naties, landsports,

TRY OUR STAFF REFERRAL-SERVICE
($2 a.pplication processing fee)

NEW ENGLPND

*~
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t**********'k**************-****************************

New England
Summer Camp Jobs

&

~
~

Chic Jeans

week of April 20. Time, date, and. 19.cation to be announced.
Pre-registration will be held Monday, April 27.
Seniors and Juniors ·
9 -12
Sophomores and_ Freshmen
1- 4
·
· 3 -4
Minors

dance, g~::::s tics, tennis, archery,
riflery, photography, riding, music.
- Some general counselor positions.
Also seek doctors & nurses, secretaries,
cooks, kitchen & maintenance workers.
Includes salary, room & board.
8 week session

~

Baracuta
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D.C.'s

·bi!.~-•••"-~~~~-r~1·,1;

A meeting will be held for all communication majors during the

'
. *
**************************~***·**************-**********

j @oTsn.t\tK'S)
i and S;Je···hf Side

~~~~,

. Planning and Placement, will conduct the seminar with the cooper~·
tion of the English Department. Other items to be discussed will
include the, services of the office, how to conduct a job search,
volunteer and internships, and resources to help you in these areas.
See you there!!

CPJVF IING AssocIATI ON
643 MOODY STREET
WALTHAM,. MA 02154
899-2042
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Dear Michelle

::::=:::::=:=:=::::::::===:==FYJ:::::::========:=:::::=:=:::=::

Dear Michelle:
My boyfriend and I have been going together for several months.
We've had a good relationship without any "intimate relations". Now
he feels that our friendship can go no further unless I agree "to go all
the way." I told him "no." I love him Michelle, but should I break my
moral standards to please him or should I kiss him good-bye.
Signed,
A Real Lady

.............................................

~

A Real Lady:
A relationship is built on more than "intimate relations."' If not
having these "relations" at this point in time will end what you have
then let it end. Yes, kiss him "good bye."'

Commentary
We Reach for Stars
-Tom Gregg
April 12, 1981: Today the spaceship was born. The shuttle
#Columbia". first of her breed, lifted off from her launch pad at the
Kennedy Space Center at 7:00 a.m. EST, thereby opening a new era
in the history of mankind. We have reached the first way station on
the path to the stars.
My generation grew up. together with the space program. I can
remember a time when no man had yet gone into space, and when
many people thought that space travel was nothing but a science
fiction fantasy. And this was not just the opinion of the man in the
street: in the 1950's the Astronomer Royal·of Great Britain thought
·that the idea ·of manned space flight was ..balderdash." But those
were the good old days, when even a jet-propelled aircraft was still
something of a novelty. Now we know better.
It is now twenty years to the day since the first great lunge into the
remarkable unknown took place. Space flight is no longer quite so
remarkable as it was in the early days. People have grown used to the
idea. And this is as it should be: the space shuttle is not a gl.orious
monstrosity like the Saturn V that carried men to the moon but a
vehicle designed to do work in space. There are one hundred and fifty
shuttle flights planned for the next five years--an average of about two
per month. This means that the near space around the Earth will
become familiar territory, and that the establishment of permanent
orbital stations lies in the immediate future. By the tum of the century
we can expect to have a series of scientific colonies in constant
motion above us. We can expect to see the foundaiton of permanent
bases on the moon from which further exploration of the Solar
System will be undertaken. We will have lifted our civilization out.into
space--and this will have changed-the most basic terms of our Jives on
Earth.
The first flight of the "Columbia" cannot be understood except by
way of insight into the future. Behind all of the sdent~fic and technological tinsel of such an effort lies something not really logical, not
reflected in the massive budgets and public debates, and not easy for
many people here on Earth to grasp--call it faith, .vision, sense of
wonder. Those of us who support the space program always return,
in our defense of the effort, to these emotions for which earthbound
language has perhaps not ·yet developed the words.} can explain it by
sa!;ing that the chance for men to see their world as it is·--a beautiful
bubble of clouds, water and life floating in the void--has already been
repayment enough for all of the care and treasure tnat we have
poured :~nto space. Call it a kind of poetry, then.
But °fhe practical aspects of the shuttle outweigh these old·
fashioned considerations. · The sense of wonder will net Outlive my
generation--aJI who come after will have grown up in an era 0,t \~hkh
space travel forms a comfortable part. For their benefit, let me point
out that the "Columbia" is the first of the true spaceships, arjd that
thanks to this latest development some of the people who are reading
these words may very well someday find themselves floating in a free
fall or walking on the surface of the moon. l certainly have every
intention of making the trip, and I've already started to save tip for th~" ·
price of a ticket.

.

'

Dear Gabby
Dear Gabby:
My roommate's driving me crazy. I have very early classes, so I
have to go to bed early. She's so inconsiderate! She always comes in
. late with friends and parties. I'm always so tired· by the end of a day
because I never sleep at night. Please help me.
Tired
Dear Tired:
Discuss the situation with her. If you haven't already, she may not
realize how inconsiderate she's being. Try to work out some kind og
compromise. ·It's your room as much as it is hers. Maybe she could
party in a friend's room on the nights you go to bed early and you
could tolerate her partying on other nights.
Dear Gabby:
My problem is, my boyfriend never seems to spend any time with
me. :1"Je always wants to go o.ut with the guys. What should I do?
Always Alone

Dear Always Alone:
If you really like this guy, try going along with him and the guys
.when they go out. If this doesn't work andhe continuously prefers the
•company of the guys to you, it doesn't seem as though he's putting
much effort into the relationship. Reconsider your involvement with
him. He may not be worth it, and ho one deserves to be "always
alone."
· ·
.

by Dave Burns
It takes money to make money. fund raising activity, such as hirin9 a two items not covered by current
The priciple of capital investment to band, a speaker, advertising costs, SGA funding.
If you think the "seed-money"
make a profit works in business,. so etc. The club then repays SGA with
why shouldn't it work for BSC dubs income from the event, and keeps fund is a good idea, tell your senator
who need to raise funds? It should. the profit. Sounds simple, right? But or SGA Treasurer Nancy Silva ( sho
The problem is that dubs do not what if the event loses money? had the original idea for it). Talk it up
have capital. F uncling from SGA is While no one can guarrantee that a now, and we may have the seed fund
for specific events only, and club project will be profitable (look at to use next semester.
members simply can't afford to lay Chrysler Corp. and N.Y.C.), SGA
L-LUts tstt:tt.FS: New club now
out their own cash to finance c fund will establish criteria for granting
forming-Communication Club-its
raiser. So, because clubs have no mohey to feasable projects, and will
goals are better on-campus commoney to invest, they have to settle exercise strict controls on seedmunication, comm-related events,
for low-cost, low-return projects fund loans. Though some losses will
services.. Meetings on Thurs, at 11:00
such as the sale of baked goods or· doubtless occur and have to be ·
am in Comment office ... Want to
ballons. Well fellow clubees, the covered by SGA, the experience of
start a club? Want the one you're
days of the no-dough no-show fund SGA and dub members will be a
now in to be more powerful and
raiser may be numbered. SGA is valuable resource in minimizing
effective? Come to the Monthly
now considering a program that these losses.
Club Workshop, sponsored by the
The beauty of this plan is that it
would make funds available for you
Forensic Society, Thurs., May 7, at
to use to finance your fund raiding could bring some fine events to BSC
11:00 am {place TBA). Film series
efforts. It'S called a "'seed-rnoneyN for the benefit of t?e whvle campu~,
"Rules of OrderN will be shown ...To
fund and it will work like this:
and at the same time help an amb1get your club's activities publicized
SGA will establish a new account tious club raise some rnorey. Fu~h
of, say, $500 to $1500. Any club will . ermore, the profits the .clubs realize drop a note in my mail slot at the
Comment office-let's work
be able to petition a loan from this form successful fundra1~rs ma~ be
together! DB
account to cover its investment in a used for food and lodg1r:ig on tnps·

FORSENIC
by Dave Burns
The · ·esc Forensic Soc..ety
recently competed at the 14th
Annual Owl Forensic Tournament
held at Southern Conn. State Col·
lege in New Haven. for those to
whom this means nothing, let me
explain. The BSC Forensic Society
takes part in intercollegiate public
speaking competition, including
debate and individual events, such
as Oratory ar.d After Dinner Speak·
ing. The group is funded by SGA,
open to all students, and can earn
you an extra academic credit per
semest£r. (See college catalogue,
p.156, under HDebate PracticumH).
This was the twentieth time BSC
h~s participated at Southern Conn.
(the "Owl" is their mascot,) and the
competition was tough. Schools
represented there included U. of
R.I., U. of Southern Maine, Columbia, Rutgers, Suffolk, and Emerson
College.
Despite the size and
reso1.1rces of some of these schools
BSC mad a good showing, winning
two trophies.

NEWS
The BSC team was made up of
Jack Dunca, Cheryl Meseau, Dave
Burns, Lisa Lundy, Hoe Lachimia,
Him Parr, Patty Terrasi, and Angela
Ga1dassarre. Also accompanying
the team were Prof. Susan Miskelly
(Forensics Coach), and two BSC
alumni, Jeanne Fuller and John
toss, who served as judges. The
team entered seven different speech
categories, with most members
competing in more than one category. The team did well against the
other schools. Scoring leaders were
Jim Parr, who stunned his competition (many of whom had been winning consistently at other
tournaments) by taking a first-place
trophy with his witty After Dinner
speech about ...Rejection," and Dave
Burns, who took fifth place in Persuasive Speaking with a speech on
NHomebirth."
At this writing the team is at a
national competition in Gatlinburg,
Tenn., contending for honors with

schools from throughout the country, including Alaska and HawaiL
On April 11 and 12 they will be
closer to home, competing in a tour·
nament hosted by Suffolk University. If you would like to see what a
tournament is like you can arrange
to attend a session of the upcoming
Suffolk tournament as an observer.
Simply contact Prof. Miskelly of the
Communication Dept. (ext. 247.)
Although intercollegiate competi·
tion is an important part of Fore·
nsics, all the members agree that the
personal benefits of increase_d
knowledge, poise, and ·confidence,
the cultivated ability to think and
speak clearly and effectively, and
the fun and excitement of the tournaments all combine to make Fore·
nsics a valuable activity. Meetings
are on Tues. and Thurs . at 11:00
a.m. in the PIT Office, first floor,
Student Union (past the Rat.) New
members and those who have par·
ticipated previously are welcome.

Federal Funds

~--UPDATE--~
A number of changes have ability, and volunteer service in a
already been made in both the private non-profit VISTA or Peace
National Direct Student Loan Corps type organization.
{NDSL) Program and the Guaran·
Under· the GSL Program stuteed Student Loan (GSL) Program dents were able to borrow· up to
which will effect Bridgewater stu· ,$2500 each year from·private lend'dents in the upcoming 1981-1982 ing institutions throughout the
year. These changes have come Commonwealth at a 7 percent rate
about as a result of the 1980 Educa· of interest. The Federal govern·
tion Ammendments to tM Federal ment subsidized the interest rate
Student Aid Programs which were and payed the interest for the stusigned into law in October of 1980. dent while enroll~d in school. The
Among other changes, interest inten~13t has now gome from 7 per·
rates are going up and the grace cent to 9 percent, but unlike the
period allowed between the time the NDSL Program only new borrowers
student leaves school and the time · are required to pay the higher rate,
repayment begins is shrinking from and only new borrowers begin
9 months to 6 months.
repayment at 6 months. Loans
Previously. eligible students could made to student borrowers with
borrow Federal dollars through the outstanding GSLs will r~main at 7
college at 3 ·percent interest under percent and continue to carry the 9
the NDSL Program. Under the new month grace period.
In addition to these new changes
provisions the interest rate will be
set a 4 percent for both first time which are already in effect, congress
borrowers and students who are is currently debating Reagan admincurrently borrowing at 3 percent. istration budget proposals . which
However, in the past, students include significant cuts to Financial
could defer· repayment of their Aid Programs natinally. These cuts
NDSL only if they returned to could have a dramatic impact on
school at least half time, joinecl"the B.S.C. students as they.struggle to
armed forces, the Peace Corps or cope with inevitable increases in colVISTA Now the range of defer· lege related costs.
ment conditions has been broa·
Included in the administrations
dened to include service in an proposals are recommendations
internship preceeding a professional which would effectively cut the
practive, service as an office in the Basic Grant Program in MassachuU .S. Public Health Service Com mis· setts from $90 million to $60 million;
sioned Corps, ""femporaiy total dis- substantial cuts in appropriations

for GSL interest subsidies and special interest allowances made to
bank on GSLs while the student
borrower is still enrolled. Banks and
other lenders take part voluntarily in
the GSL Program and extend their
own money in unsecured personal
loans to students. They are encouraged to participate through Federal
or State loan guarantees and interest subsidies. Many banks have
indicated that they would be unwilling to participate in the program if
substantial cuts are made in this
area, and that could mean as m11ch
as a 30 percent reduction in GSL :
money made available to students.
B.S.C. students borrowed about
$1.6 million in GSL during the 1979·
80 year and about $2 miJlion in 1980·
81 year. Obviously federal cuts to
this and other. programs could hav(
serious consequences ··for Bridgewater students.
The Financial Aid Office is still
encouraging students and parents
to write letters to Congressmen It
is important for students and par·
ents to advise those in Washinsto.n
who are instrumental in the budget
deliberations of their concerns and
opinions. Information regarding this
effort is available i the Financial Aid ·
Office at Tillinghast Hall. ·
David W. Janey
Staff Assistant
Financial Aid Office
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Classifieds
Denise and Helen; glad you two
took April Fools so good-but the SC
was a little too much. Did you like
the raisin bran? Until next year. ..
The Saint
To C. Parella-you've got a secret
admirer!
Signed T.R(maybe)
Hey Big Guy, you really worked at
that gut. Took you alot of beers to
get that, eh? Those overalls help
though. Still got that painters hat
on? What a loser-goes to bed at
9:30. You Librarian you. Always
remember Carlotta loses! And you
still owe me. And .... You're so easy!!!
Rosebud, Don't fall in love with a
D .J. cause he'll take you for a ride ...
I am the Daytona D.J. at
WROD ... Get burnt much and stay.
in bed for three days? Judge any
best buns contests lately? We know
you only dance with the best cause·
You Know What You Arel Love RD
Maureen: It looks as though you
won't change your mind. Still, I hold
a special place in my heart for you. I
can wait forever-I've got time-Paul
Hey Peacock-Feathers! I heard you
dye your hair BLONDE!!
J.W.H.: "Hit me _with your best
shot." RR
Hi-Lorraine, Tina, Wendy, and
Charlene. I am wearing my disco
chains. Love Y'a, Richard
The next time we go on vacation
could J use your sunscreen no. 17.
[sn't that strong enough? Oh ya, we
have to buy whipped cream for the
cake. How about shaving cream, or
a Big Daddy's special?
Soap Rm 20: So Boston & Conn.
. wa&n't. enough welt l~t' s do it ~gain!

for

This time we'll Bring 30¢
the toll!
Those punch parties are getting
pretty wild----its gone!!! What's Dr. J
up to tonight. Closet friend

Kuck (my future roomate), Hey you
get off my cloud. "Black Heart"
forever. Well I never, and I'm proud
of it. Owe me a coke. You'll get over
it, you're young. Kuck your intense
and awesome. Are you Jimmy D ?
Love Jim D.
Hey Loser, Sleep with any bathtubs
lately? What a waste, wears the
same clothes for three weeks. You
lush--you should stop scaring girls
like that. We'll keep your room
reserved for you for next time-you
lightweight!! You're lucky you didn't
fall on your nose. Comes in handy as
a kickstand, eh?
I am looking for someone to share a
ride to Florida. I have reliable transportation and will be leaving Mon·
day April 20th. Must be willing to
share expenses. Jf interested call
888-3611. Ask for Peggy.

Wanted: Graduation Gown - to rent
ot buy- for May Commencement --

Dear Patty, I am writing you a public
<:ipology. I am sorry! Lisa Marie
1\huh ... we's bad, yep, that's right!
Biding that train high on granola
bars and apples, the Amblack way
(Ottis my man) "Don't you stop the
music" and "L.A. Woman" some
tunes to spark our train of thought
in the future. It was afun time, huh
Lis?! Have a good Easter. (easy on
those rubber bunnies.)
Gosh kids! Aren't you glad there
wasn't a strike? Then we'd all have
to wear black armbands to commemorate the death of quality education in Massachusetts!!
Hey FHQ Members: This could be
the start of something big. Together
we can grow if we stick together.
That Florida vacation was wild and
we gotta keep the party going so ...
Here's to good friends .. .lf you're
gonna do it, you gotta do it up right.. SOCIAL!! Swifty & the Beek

Donna 584-0768

al1

To the girl-who sleeps with
her
For Sale: 1971 MGB-Runs good, clothes on. The chase by the police
New Muffler, Inspection Sticker. . was worth it for the Ice cream and
$650.00 Call 963-6732 after 6 p.m.
the two nights we shared together. I
had a nice time and hope to have
T ~ the· person who ripped off my· more. I was told your roomate
things in the gym locker room on "A.P.H has no need for her bed on
Monday April 13th, I'd really like to the weekends. Love Dirty Feet
get my license and student 1.D.
back. You can drop them off at the David:(C.B.) Happy Easter, Happy
student info booth, no questions 10 Months, Happy Everything!!
asked. Thanks-I'll owe you one.Eric You're Great and I love you lots!!
DeCoster
Hope you liked your suprise party-I
tried!! Get psyched for the HospitalLost: Man's B.S.C. College Ring. In -I'll miss you lot's but I'll be there
ground floor library men's room, when you need me, for sure!! Can't
Monday, April 7th, silvertone band wait till we're both in F. together.
with red stone. If found please cona- Love you always, Martha
tact Eric, Rm. 308 Shea Ext. 433REWARD!!
Watch out, don't trip on that coder.
Be Careful you don't hit your face
Wanted: Live in Sitter ~md/or wai- on that table,but i. was an improvetress for country club on Cape Cod ment; That churc .l parking lot was
starting around. May until Labor vacant-was the motel. I heard you
m1:.mc}'),ed out~ to bad .you don't
Day. Information call: 77l-506.9
remember it. With that charm ·bf
yours you've got guys flipping for
To Bob: Yes, it's another personal!
you. How do you do it?
You won't have to take it for much
longer. I love you. Me

For saie: Mechanics Special. '74
Audi 100 LS in rough mechanical
shape. Needs radiator job, battery,
and new windshield. Looks good
inside and out. Good tires, brand
new break job. Not running now.
Asking $200. Call Eve- 697-7804.

Moving to Maui· Good luck to all mv
friends-HTH, CS, CiCi. CD. &Jc &
Rose, "The Dead", Crazy Diamond.
JD, JED, JBH, DOE, RAY. Ml. A..J.
Al <last surviving Precr~mbianJ.
SF BIM,"No Commeni Staff Infec·
tion," Barb, Spaulding. and
Everyone·-Aloha--MAG ...

1. 50,word limit
2. 2 per person
3. Must be signed with name and
address
4. Deadline is Friday at 11

Classified Ad Form
CIRCLE HEADING:
For Sale
Housing
Wanted
Lost and Found
Services
Personals
Ride/Riders

Ad to read as f o l l o w s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Button.Man

..,..

·----~-······

----~-....:.._

______
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Children's Physical
Development Clinic

Tl
CLI

''EVER
BENJ
Thinki'n,g Ahead?
Fall Semester 1981
Children's Physical
Development Clinic

t.:============================-============================1

The deadline for applic
f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

- Don't· pass up this opport
helping
f.¥¥•¥-••~•¥¥¥:+•••~
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iE
NIC
YONE''
EFITS

~·················

licatiori is May 15, 1981.

••+•••••••••••¥•••·
r:Wnity to help yourself while
1g oth~rs!!!!

'¥••···············

App]ications are now
available for positions as
clinicians and assistant clinicians
for the 1981 fall session of the
Children's Development Clinic.
Positions are now open for
current Freshmen, Sophomore,
and Junior students in all
majors. Students working in this
year's clinic program hold
majors in the following areas:

and Sciences

Applications can be obtained
from Dr. Huber in Room 103 or
in the main office of the Health
and Physical Education
Department in the Kelly
Gymnasium.
The Clinic Program, the only
one of its kind in New England
and in operation in 1974, is
devoted to the ps-ycho-motor
-Physical Education
(play/sport) and social
-Health Education
· improvement of 3pecial needs
-Special Ed.1cation
children ranging in age from 18
-Early ·Childhood Edu- months through 2 years. A
cation
child's program may ..:onsist of
-Secondary Education
the following areas:

-Social Work
-Sociology
-Psychology
-Elementary· Education
-Communication Arts

1

-Early Intervention
-Physical Fitness
-Perceptual Motor
Development

-Fundamental Motor
Skills and Patterns
-Skills in Aquatics,
Dance, Individual and
Group Games a~d
Sports
Clinicians work on a one-toone basis with a special needs
child for eight Saturday
mornings in carefully planned
activities in both the gymnasium
and the pool. The experience is
beneficial not only to the child,
but also provides- unlimited
satisfaction for the clinician. In
addition to tpis gratifying feeling,
the clinician receives valuable
training which aids in the
development of professional
skills and knowledge that will
assist individuals in acquiring
jobs in their related fields.
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Entertainment
Announcements
BOUND FOR GLORY
~ormer Boston Patriots Fullback Jim Nance is looking for athletic
trainers and counselors for his summer football and wrestling camps
held at nearby UMASS at Amherst. Two camp sessions are one
week in length each.
The first session starting the week before July 4 and the second
session starting July 4. Interested students should contact head
trainer Matt Gerken (697-8321} or Jeff Hawkins (697-7298).
A brief biographicµ! sketch (handwritten is okay). Reflecting background would be helpful.
Applications accepted through Friday May 15th.
"'
STUDENT UNION FALL EMPLOYMENT

The Student Union will be accepting applications for Fall 1981
student employment. Applications will be available in the Student
~nion Information Booth until April 21, 1981. Positions are available
m the following areas: Art Gallery, Bike Repairs, Building Crew,·
Cafeteria C?PY Center, Game Room, Hobby Shop, Information
Booth, Music Lounge, Office Help, Photo Lab-, Plant Care, Print
Room, Projectionist, Radio Station, Rathskeller Bartender Raths-'
keller Waiter/Waitress, typist, and Union Desk.
To the Editor:
Who did it? Not Agatha Christie! A very well used and valuable
resource book was stolen from the Career Planning and Placement
Office the week of March 23rd. It is the Sargeant's Handbook of
Private Schools, which many education seniors use in exploring
employment with private schools all over the USA.
·
As you can guess, this is the period of the year in which it gets its
heaviest use.
,.
If you either took the book or know of its whereabouts I would
appreciate it being returned immediately. No questions a~ked.
Denny Ciganovic
Director of Placement
BILLY WHYTE
Billy Whyte will be appearing in the Student Union Ballroom Thu~s: ·
day, May 7, from 8:00 - 12:00 p.m. Billy is well-known for his Cape
Cod Happy Hours. His style resembles Jim Plunkett' s. Some of you
have seen Billy at Uncle Sam's and at the Mill Hill Club. This is a20 or
older j?Vent and all proceeds will benefit United Cerebral Palsy.
Tickets are $2.00 each;. Welcome in_ the summer with Billy Whyte!'
FRENCH CLUB ANNOUNCES THE SECOND RENAISSANCE

IN AS MANY CENTURIES: Le Nouveau Cercle Francais
An important ·organizational meeting will be held on .Wednesday,
April 22, at 4:30 p.rn. in the SGA offices in Cubicle 3--our unofficial
headquarters. Le Cercle Francais invites any student (full m: part·
time) to join us in an organization dedicated to the celebration of
French culture. Don't be afraid to join and make some new friends. A
little bit of French (or a lot of interest!) would be useful. Our meetings
will be conducted in English. MAJORS AND MINORS ARE ESPECIALLY URGED .TO JOIN!!

The true story that has captivated over 8,000,000 readers.

THE
HIDING
PLACE

Rock at 271h
Nighthawks
A
REVIEW
by Betsy Hanson
It must be the season for action
thriller type films; "Nighthawks" is
the film within the month could fit
into this type ("Thief" was the
other). Both apparently have a
slickness that transfers ~asily to the
screen, and have simple plots that
would lend themselves to any
novelty or innovation a director
wished. But "Nighthawks" seems to
suffer from the same problem of
"Thier: Cardboard characters in a
paste-up plot. The reason "Nighthawks" is worse is that you can see
the glue.
The plot of the film is essentially
the conflict between Deke DaSilva
(Sylvester Stallone) a New York
street cop and Wulfgar (Rutger
Hauer) an international terrorist of
almost legendary proportions.
While DaSilva is chasing hoods in a
nurse's uniform, Wulfgar is exploding Harrod's in England. Their
paths coJlide when Wulfgar,
estranged from the international terrorist movement comes to New
York to seek publicity, and DaSilva
is assigned to a special task force
hoping to defeat the kind of menace
Wulfgar embodies. Inevitably, it
becomes DaSilva's task to find and
dispose of Wulfgar. After that, the
film becomes a series of boring
chases through the New York subway system and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art; climaxing in Wulfgar's attempt to hijack a cable car
full ofU.N. delegates.
The most telling scene of the
"Nighthawks" in the first meeting of
DaSilva and Wulfgar in a gaudy New
York disco. Amidst a sea of bodies,
DaSilva amazingly picks out Wulfgar, whom he had / never seen
before. As DaSilva and Wulfgar eye
each ·other, Keith Emerson's ver. sion of the Spencer Davis·Group's
mid:.sixties hit, "I'm a Man" blasts in
the b~c~ground. The heavily synthesized vocals lend a coldness to
the as.:i.ertion of masculinity the song
proclaims rendering· them sterile.
Likewise, this scene is· ineffectual,
and symbolism implied by the song
looks rirliculCJ\:l.S.
.
J"he pack~ging of "Nighthawks" is
tempting: Sylvest Stallone, Billy D.
Williams, Persis Khambatta and
Rutger Hauer are attractive, James
Connor's cinematography is stunning and Keith Emerson's soundtrack is energizing. None of these
pretty wrappings cari hide the emptiness of the plot.
"Nighthawks" is a film that is all
dressed up., but goes nowhere.

I
Starring JULIE HARRIS
EILEEN HECKART
ARTHUR O'CONNELL
Introducing
JEANNEITE CLIFT
A World .Wide P1cty:res relea;<,.e In Me:tnxolor~
,..,_ W• ·., IJJ.li,l't 51.0AHE ' · 1,.A\VllEf'tCE HOLBEH

Date: East~r Sunday-April 19th
Time: 7:00pm Admission: ·Free
location: Faith Chapel's temporary home···
Knights of Columbus Hall
. 420 Broad St. Bridgewater
Information: 588-5850
Prefiented by: Faith Chapel-Assemblies of God_
Rev. Dean M~ Nowotny, Pastor
·
--Easter Morning Schedule··
9:15am Sunday School

10:30am Morning Worship Service

TEACHERS WANTED

1Seniors; are you frustrated
with your job prospects in the
!Northeast? Why not head
jSouth? The South ano
I.southwest need teachers due
to rapid population growth.
Educational Opportunities
Clearinghouse publi$hes ·
bimonthly .vacancy lists for
each Southern and Southwestern state. For a free

brochure write: E.0.C., Box
301, Rehoboth, MA 02769.

by Joe McDonald
Robin Trower has given the heave-ho to vocalist James Dewar and
Trower, along with drummer Bill Lordan has joined forces with
former Cream bassist/vocalist Jack Bruce to form B.L.T. Their first
album, aptly titled "B.LT." is a monster.
Side l opens with "Into Money", which burns and churns and cooks ·
just like Cream did. "What it is" is a funky number that is punuated b~
Trower's moody guitar. "Won't let you down" sounds a bit like The
Police (only with a mellow vocal track) while "No Island Lost" feels a
little like something that Hendrix would do if he were still alive. "It's
Too Late" closes the side; slowly. Grab your date, hold him/her tight
and get ready to touch dance. Good relaxing music (for you nondancers), too.
Side 2 cranks open with "Life on Earth," 1.A.'hich sound~ like a cross
between Traffic and Blind Faith. It roars! "Once the Bird Has Flown"
and "Carmen" are both mellow beauties that are given electric shock
by Trower's six-string beast. Then the song slows down once more.
"Feel the Heat" sounds like Trower threw the tracks in a blender with
King Crimson and the Temptations. The cut is as close to disco as it
g~ts, "End Game" rounds out the disc and it is pure blues: down,
d1rty, and raw. Trower's guitar is at its gritiness here. The disc is a
gem.
S~eaking of gems, Canada's Rush is finally crackig the limited sales
barrier. The group's newest album, "Moving Pictures," is filled with
heavy melodies, brilliant lyrics, and Ayn Rand philosophy. In other
~ords, it's massive! "Tom Sawyer" opens the first side with a synthes1~ed growl. ~he 4~.4 beat of Neal Peart' s drums make the song jump
r~ght off the vmyl.. Red Barchetta", the story of a car that exists in the
time of the Motor Law, is as free as the wind. The instruments soar,
?s do~s Geddy Lee's ~oice (no more high pitched screams for him).
'YYZ , a syncopated mstrumental leads into "Limelight" the band's
most autobiographical song yet. For example: "Living' on a lighted
stage, a.pproaches the unreal...One must put up barriers to keep
oneself mtact." The song is currently climbing the Hot 100 .
·
The 11:00 minute opus, "The Camera Eye," begins Side Two in a
strange way. Lee and guitarist Alex Lifeson trade licks to and fro
ending up at the "Witch Hunt" (part III of "The Camera Eye"). A dark
feel permeates the entire song, giving the feel of a funeral dirge. The
song tells how "ignorance and prejudice and fear walk hand in hand"
and despite its gloomy mood, it makes you think. 'Vital signs" has a
heavy metal reggae feel. It's the group's mouthpiece: after all" everybody .has to ~eviate from the norm." The pseudo-pop quality, plus the
myriad of mstrumenfs played by Peart, Lifeson and Lee make this
album the most commercial yet.
It certain~y looks like Joan Jett will become the second ex-Runaway
to have a hit album. Following in Cherie Curie's footsteps, Joan has
recorded "Bad Reputation", a sizzler of an album. The title track
starts the disc. The drums chug away as Joanie tells us that with all
the trouble in the world, she "doesn't give a damn about (her) bad
.reputation.'' An oldie (common on this disc as 6 of the 12 tracks are
oldies), "Make Believe" bopsd along like an oldie should. Joan backs
herself up (vocal wise) creating a weird symphonic effect. "You don't
know what you've got" sounds like it should have been recorded 20
years ago. Stitl it fits in perfectly.
· . "You don't own me," the old Lesley Gore song, features ex-Sex
Pistols Steve Jones and Paul Cook and sounds an awful lot like the
original. The segues into "Too bad on your birthday,~ a great dancing
song f?r anyone who ':"an~s to rock and roll or boogie. The guitars
crank 1t up and sound hke tne Titanic on its way down. Gary Glitter's
ouc~. Me" ha~ been given a needed facelift. It sings! It sings!
Shout ope~s side two and stands back Otis Day and the Knights.
The tune writhes! Who .can resist this. wild and screaming "You make
~e war:t to ... takemy pants off." "LeL me goH shows the pace down
Just a bit. Just long enough for the listener to catch his/her breath
(about 6 seconds worth) and then it kicks into gear. Another Gary
<:'litter tune, "Doin' Alright with the Boys," is stupid and silly, but
hstenable.
"Jezebel" crosses between punk and pop, .while "Don't abuse me"
(featuring Jones and Cook) is pure rock. "Wooly Booly", the old Sam
th~ ?harn and the Pharoahs hit, closes the disc. It's not as good as the
. ong1.nal.' but then again, what is? The album is great. The production
of R1ch1e Cor_dell and Kenny Laguna has given the whole Phil Spector
atmosphere to the album. But who the hell is Dr. Richie Ariola?
Back next week with more "good stuff cheap."
1

7

Announcements
AQUABRYTE SHOW

A~e you wondering what to do on April 30, May l, and May 2? There
will be a synchronized swimming show performed by B.S.C.'s own
Aquabrytes. The show will be held at the Kelly Gym Pool. Jt starts at
· 8:00 p.m;. and there is-NO admission fee. It's a great show for
everyone! See you the.re!
·
ORIENTATION .'85
Applications for Student Orientation Leader positions 'are now
available in the Office of Studenf' Services. Thirty leaders wiil be
selected to assist with Orientation '85 which will be held on May 16,
June 3-fj;,June 8-9, and June 11-12. ROQl'l;\,meals and a stipend will be
provided.·
·
·
._,'

•,','",
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1:00-2:00 SILKSCREENING
1:00-2:30 .· NEW GAMES
1:00-3:00
ARTS MAGAZINE
.
·
PHOTO CONTEST · .
(BRING OWN T-SHIRT)
· (Arts For All Club)

"
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'2:00-2:15

. {{{{ {{

·DANCE PROCESSIONAL

2:15-3:00 . '
DANCE PERFORMANCE
(Creative Danve and Move~ent)

3: 15-4:00 ~CHECKMATE~
4:00-4: 15 CHORAL SOCIETY
·

.

·

.

(Ens-emble Theatre)
'·
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Sports
ON THE
ROADS
AGAIN

Children's _Physical
Developmental Clinic

by Neil Bunick
1979. At the age of 33, Bill seems to
Belated congratulations go to Dr.
be a minute or two off his old form.
Joseph Haber and his student
Don't count him out, he can still win
helpers for the successful 2nd
it if it's not hot weather at race time.
annual 5 Mile Road_Race inBridge·
Rogers has trained hard for Bost~n.
water on April 5th. The Race bene·
spending part of the winter in Pho·
fited the Children's Physical
enix, Arizona. Recently, he capDevelopmental Clinic at Bridge·
tured the 10-mile Cherry Blossoim
water State College. Men's and
Run in Washington, D.C., for the
Women's victors respectively were
fourth consecutiv. time in a quick
Jonathon Barnes of Barrington,
47:17.
R.L, and Sandy Langebou of KingJapan's Toshihiko Seko. should
ston, Ma.
give Rogers a good battle. Seko
The Sixth Annual Patriots Day
won his third consecutive Fukuoka
Road Race to benefit the American
Marathon a month ago in 2:09'.45.
Heart Association is slated for April
23, 1981. Race time is 11:00 am in. Other contenders include Kirk
Pfeffer, who ran a 2: 10.49 at
Bridgewater for the3 mile road race.
Fukuoka, Bobby Hodge who does
Entry fee is $2 .00 and you can regis·
well at Boston; the speedy .Greg
ter in front of the Bookstore at the
Meyer and Dick Beardsley who won
Student Union Bldg. The first 100
the London Marathon two weeks
entrants will recE:iVe free. T-shirts;
there are seven awards for the· top · ago.
The women's race shou!C:I als·o be
finishers, both male and female and
for the first BSC faculty member to a battle between some of the bes!:
runners around. Everyone's· favor·
cross the finish line. The race is
ite, Patti Catalano of West Roxbury,
sponsored by the Bridgewater State
is seeking her first Boston Marathon
college Political Science Club and
victory. Recently she broke 'the
Favya Shoe Company.
U.S. 10 ·kilometer record in winning
The Greater Brockton Striders
the Crewscent City Classic at New
Clinic will be held Thursday, April
· ..
16, 1981, at 7 pm at the West Junior Orleans, April 5.
Last year's winner Jacquelin~
High .School Auditorium, West
Gareau who ran 2:34.28 will try to
Street in Brockton. Bill Squires, the
keep her title. _Joan Benoit, winner
coach of the New Balance Track
Club,.is the guest speaker. Topics · two years ago, has been coming on
wm include distance training, speed strong of late.and should make it a ·
very competitive race. By the way, I
training, hill work, rest and racing.
For more information, you can call believe Rosie Ruiz is staying home
this year, however, I'm not'sure that
479-8500.
Once again Boston is preparing means· she can't win the Boston
Marathon.
for its running highlight of the yearSeventy-three year old John A.
the Boston Marathon. It will be the
85th running the Boston Athletic Kelly is an inspiration to us all. He
Association Marathon; the oldest will be competing in his SOth BAA
marathon in the country. The 26 Marathon. He won the race in 1935
mile, 385 yard race begins at noon, and 1945 and finished second seven
from Hopkinton Green to the Pru· times. Last reached Kelly reached
dential Center in Boston. One thing the Pru in 3:35.21 . Appropriately
is for sure, Boston on April 20th, wearing number "50" this .year, the
Patriots Day, will be nothing less popular runner from East Dennis,
Mass, will be cheered on . by the
than exciting. ·
As the race approaches, conver· hundreds of thousands, as he has in
sation at Bridgewater State College the past. ·He says his goal this year is
and everywhere else surface. They to fini~h the course. Good luck
consist of describing anyone who John.
Patriots day weekend in Boston is
would run a marathon, for a chance
top receive cheers from thousands a isight · to see. Tourism peaks, runupon .thousands· along the race ning salesmen are everywhere, runcourse, and a beef stew dinner, is a ning expressions become
crazy .individual. .Yet, rain or. shine, household expressions, throngs .of
somewhere around 10 ,000 running people gather to watch the mara·
gurus will say "J ran Boston in '81."' thon, and Boston becomes a collecFor µiost, th~ running of a mara~ tion of sneakers in motion.· Watch
thon culminates after ~xtremely out for the rabbits and· unlfficial
hard· and serious .training. World runners who somehow lead the
Class runners, such as Bill Rogers, pack for the first mile. out of Hopkir·
prepare for marathons by training ton; the race should be close form
Ashland to Framingham,' Natick,
between 100 and 140 miles a week.
Other fine runners spend a busy and Wellesley. Heartbreak Hill in
part of their week running between Newton will seperate the men from
70 and 90 miles a week; Joe Toma- the boys, the women from the girls.
selli, who will . be representing the. What happens from the Prudential
greater Brockton Striders at the Center will have the final say.
Boston- Marathon, runs 75 miles a
week. Some strategists train on tlere are my early predictions for
only 40·- ~O miles a week and are still :tne.1981 Boston Marathon:
able to· un marathons. Only·agter 1. Toshikiko Seka, Japan
miles- !pen miles, severe'· ..P.~in.s,. 2. Bill Rogers, Sherbourne, Ma
soake . swe~ts and sore f~et,·doeS' .. 3. Bob Hodge, Lowell, Ma
the Ir ,19 distance runner. reach hi~ ··4. Kirk Pfeffer, Colorado
or h r climax-~The Marathon. Hell, 5. Greg Meyer, Holliston, Ma
the .JUY who journeyed 26 miles 6.. Garry Bjorkland, Minnesota
plu , to deliver a message in Greece 7. · Hideki Kita, Japan
ye rs and yeais".ago dropped-dead 8. Dick Beardsley, Minnesota
fc .owing his run. Today people not _9. Randy Thomas, Wellesley, Ma
c 1ly finish marathons, but run it at a 10. Craig Virgin, Illinois
f 1ster pace than most of us can run a
1ile.
WomBn
"King of the Roads" Bill Rogers is 1. PattiCatalano, W. Roxbury,' Ma
seeking his fourth consecutive Fos- 2. Joan Benoit, Maine
ton Victory, which would be a 3. Jacqueline Gareau, Canada
record. Rogers holds the fastest 4. Laurie Binder, San Diego, Calif.
Boston race with a2:09.27 he ran in 5. Nancy Com:, North Hampton

of
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Sports in ,the lives
of the
Sensor.Y Impaired
by Susan Leoni
"Sport in the Lives of the Sensory
Impaired from a Perspective of the
Effective Domain" was the topic of
discussion at the Children's Devel·
opmental Clinic when Dr. Don Rapp
from Fitchburg State College's Special Education Department, spoke
as guest lecturer. Dr. Rapp, who is
in fact blind himself, told clinicians,
"People in physical education can
do a lot to help the visually impaired
child learn things such as concepts
of distance and objects around
them."
The guest speaker continued to
discuss the importance of blind
children getting a sense of orientation and spacial relationships and
rnaking use of auditory cues. What
does 100 yards mean to a blind
child? "The only way they learn,"
Dr.Happ said. nMost chilcl.ren who
are visually impaired ;or blind stiil
have enough vision to read large
print," he concluded. This is due to
advances in modern medicine and
technology.
In connection with the subject of
modern technology, Dr. Rapp
spoke about what he termed the
'electric travel age.~ Don told clini'1!ia4S of an electronic computerized
travel aid for the blind and visually
impaired which is a cassette programmed for wherever the individual may want to travel. "One thing
you must understand is that there
are thos.e exceptional individuals

who claim they can travel without a
cane or a dog. They are only exceptions," Dr. Rapp emphasized. He
explained that a blind person's ability to travel is based on auditory and
facial perception.
Also with respect to travel and the
blind or visually impaired, the Clinic's guest speaker· spoke of the
importance of being in good physical condition to ensure efficient
mobility-·particularly for those who
use guide dogs. "only about 2 'to 5%
of blind.people today, however, use
guide dogs," Don pointed out.
"Those children who are congenitally blind, for instance, need to
travel efficiently ... and still need to
use a cane or some other aid," Dr.
Rapp concluded.
Also, in terms of technology and
the qlinQ. Or~ Rapp .demonstrated
the use· of a. "talking calculator"
called 'Speak Plus' which costs
about $400. Mathematics has been
a difficult course for the blind to
learn up l.111til advanc~s such as this.
The 'Cursewell Reading Machine' is
another such technological advance
discussed by the guest speaker.
Also as part of Dr. Rapp's presen·
tation, he showed a film which was
informative yet somewhat light,·and
good-natured in approach to "What
to do when you meet a blind
person."
Dr. Rapp's final comments were.

in keeping with the approach to the
film when he discussed the impor·
tance of encouraging the handi. capped child or adult to have a
sense of humor. "I believe there
comes a time when you accept the
disability, then the road to adjustment and coping is easy." "Teach
kids to learn to laugh about. their
disability," Don said.
Dr. Don Rapp has been an Associate Professor of Special Education
at Fitchburg State College for the
past four years. He received both
his M.A. and PhD. from Boston College and has previously been a Program Development Specialist for
the Massachusetts State Department of Special Education where he
developed a grant called NProject
Bold", which provides an opportunity for visually iinpaired .children to
enter regional vocational schools.
This speaker concluded the guest
speaker series of the spring session
of the Children's· Developmental
Clinic. The Clinic will contininue to
pfoviae informative guest speakers
from various medical, educational
and other professional fields, next
fall. Students, faculty, and members
of the public are always invited to
attend and may contact Dr. Joe
Huber in the Physical Education
Department for further information
about the Children's Physical Developmental Clinic.

East Bridgewafer Commercial Club
1 Nielsen Ave. -'.. Off Rte. 18
' (378-2032)
·Tickets Available NOW!!!!!
-C6ming Saturday- Ap.ril 18th
Country Rock at its BEST

John Lincoln Wright
& the Sourmash Revue·
FREE copies of his new album "You Can't Get There From Here" to
the lucky ticket holders in attendance!!

Don't forget your cowboy hats!!!!

- COMING
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SOON
Friday April 24th
with special guest

S:aturday May 9th
James. Montgome~ry
.

':,

\.,,'

4th Annual Benefit Softball Garri·e with the WBCN I)isc Jockeys
"Spring Thing" - All day outdoor concert- Sometime in .June
Watch This Space for More Info ...... .
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Summer St.
6th Annual Patriots Day Road Race
to 8enefit
The American Heart Association

I

~·

Sponsored by: BSC Poli-Sci Club
Fayva Shoe Company
·Date: Thursday, April 23, 1981
Time: 11 :OOam
Place: Race begins at front of Tillinghast
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Scott Hall
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Hall
Distance: Three miles
Awards: Free T-shirt to first 100 entrants
Prizes In Following Categories

....

2

(,

First Male
First Female
Second Male
Second Female
Third Male
Third Female
First Faculty Member
Start at Tillinghast Hall
'
Entry Fee: $2.00
.
''
Follow 104 to Water Street
Follow Water Street to end to Laurel Street
' - • _ • ___ • ________ • • • • - • •
Follow Laurel Street to end
·
Take right to Summ er Street
Water St.
Follow Summ er Street to Tillinghast Hall Finish Line

''

''

'•••••••••+••········~·····••¥•••••••••••••••+••·······················••'1-¥•~•+•••........

BSC
Running
Bears
by Gerry Levesque

The B.S.C. running bears came
out roaring on Saturday, March 28
to soundly defeat the track teams of
Roger Williams, Rhode Island College, and Stonehill College by the
score of 74 to 36, 34, and 15. These
victories give the team a 3-0 as they
started the season at Swenson
Field. This meet, . which saw the.
Bears win 10 of 18 events was highlighted by Joe Vierria's throw of 46'
in the shotput to qu_al.ify him for Div·
ision III New England meet.
The other members of the team
did well as most every member
placed in one event or more.
Besides Joe Vierra, there was Gary
Ackerman placing third in the shot.
The javelin throw had second arid
third taken by Jim Goodwin and Vic
Pegorano. This discus was won by
Andy Ursch as the weightmen's
events· were dominated by Bridge~:
water. Rounding out the field event
were Brian Holpies and Gerry
Levesque taking first and second in
the high jump, while Holmes placed
second in the long ;ump by V2" and
William Paige was third. The pole
vault was won by Mark Bates.
The running events saw Bridgewater take complete control of the
meet as the ·4 x 110 relay team of
·Brian ...Cheeks" Holmes, William
'."Winky" Paige, Gerry NDr. J'"'
Levesque, and Dave NChorico"
Raposa won by. more than 30 yards. ·
John Costigan cruised.to victory in
both the mile and half·mile' events ·
with Dave Raposa r~nning a close
second in the half. The 100-meter
dash was won by Holmes and the·
220 saw. Paige place second as he
also won the 440 as the Bears continued to place well in every event.
Finishing the scoring were Mark
Bates with t~ird in the 400-yd. Intermediate hurdles and the B.S.C. mile
relay team of Holmes, Raposa, Costigan and Larry O'Brienwon by over
100. yards.
These strong ·performances by
the above-mentioned and others
was an excellent opener for the
team as they prepare for some
tough. competition as they travel to
Fitchburg State College , for the
Fitchburg Invitational on April 4th
and to Southeastern Mass. Univer·
sity for the SMU Invitational April
Uth. Given some good weather and
more strong coaching by Ed Lussier
the team should break some past
records and post another winning
season.

~TALENT SCOUT®
'

.

A MONTHLY REVIEW FOR THE MODELING J ENTERTAINMENT 1NDUSTRY

·"--....

TAlENT SCOUT is a new monthly trade magazine being sent (unsolicited) to over ten thousand

model I talent agencies throughout the U.S.A.
Now you tnay have your photo reach thousands of local and national motion picture studios,
commercial photographers, producers, advertising agencies, .Television-magazine-newspaper
agencies all in one TALENT _SCOUT edition.
·
TALENT SCOUT IS NOT AN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY, AND DOES NOT MAKE ANY SUCH
REPRESENTATIONS, NOR DOES TALENT SCOUT COLLECT FEES IN CONNECTIO~ WITH ANY
CONTRACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT J MODELING INDUSTRY AGREEMENTS THAT MAY ARISE
AS A POSSIBLE RESULT OF ITS PUBLICATION.
The Entertainment/Modeling Industry expends untold sums each year in seeking and developing
new talent for advertising, T.V. commercials, magazines, newspapers, books, etc. Many part time
and full time work is presently located right in a city nearest to your home.
·
The type of earnings derived in this profession is astounding, and many have made it a life long
vocation. You may also be aware of those in the entertainment I modeling profession that were
discovered under more unusual circumstances than this which we offer as a service to the
. industry and to those seeking some exposure in it.
All inquires are directed to you. Though we cannot guarantee you successful inquires as a result
of your photograph being published in TALENT SCOUT, we do guarant~e it reaching the
appropriate parties. in the entertainment I mo.deling. s.·ervices that in _fac. t make .the dec.isive agreeent with new talent.
·
·
- PLEASE CLIP AND RETURN THIS FOAM WITH PHOTO AND PAYMENT· ..

- AGREEMENT WITH .PUBLISHER I the undersigned do hereby request that the encJosed photograph be published in 1.0,000, copies of TALENT SCOUT which
is to be sent to local and national agencies and related services in the entertainment I modeling industry. I do hereby agree
to hold harmless, and indemnify TALE NT SCOUT for any claims, actions, omissions, commissions, by any and all
individuals, agencies, legal authorities, corporations, that may be occasioned as a direct or indirect result of the publishing
of the enclosed photograph. If a minor, the legal parent I guardian permits publication, and further attests that TALE NT
SCOUT shall be saved harmless for publication.
FEE: $45.00-MONTHLY ISSUE
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. THE ENCLOSED PHOTO SHALL NOT BE RETURNED, AND IS A_PHOTO OF:

NAME OF PERSON JN PHOTO (Please Print)

CITY .

ADDRESS

AGE

TELEPHONE

SEX

HEIGHT

STATE

WEIGHT

COLOR EYES

ZIP
COLOR HAIR

REMARKS: (ABOUT YOURSELF)

THE ENTIRE FEE FOR PUBLICATION IN 10,000 COPl.ES OF TALENT SCOUT IS $45.00 PER MONTH. PLEASE ENCLOSE
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY PAYABLE TO: TALENT SCOUT

Signature of

~erson

In Photo

IF A
MINOR

Signature of. Parent or Legal Guardian

TALENT scout
154-64 12TH AVENUE
WHITESTONE, NEW YORK 11357
(212) 746-4912

PLEASE SUBMIT BLACK & WHITE PHOTO (If Possible)~ ,

ALL AGES NEEDED

NO. ...-...~~~~~~~~~----------~
AGE _ _ t:-fEIGHT _ _ WEIGHT,

GENERALLOCATION: -----~SEX _ _ _ HAIR _ _ _ EYES - - (Other Peritnent Information On File)
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Co0101ent
Coloring Contest

CONTEST RULES
1.

The contest is open to children of BSC
faculty, staff, and students, ages 4 to 10.

2.-

Any type of paint, watercolor, or crayon
may be used to color the rabbit.

3.

4.

All entries must be received. no later than
Aprll 24, 1981.·Submityourentries to the
Comment mailbox in·theSU Info Booth!
The decision of the judges will be final,
and the wint)ers will be announced in the
April 29th issue of The Comment. Prizes
will be awarde.d on Friday, April 30th, 11
a.m., in the Comment office for· first,
s~c.ond, and tt~ird places.

name: ---------~----~-------------------
address:----------------------------------phone
number:
age:
___
_ ------campus s p o n s o r = - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

